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Development Activities Meeting Report (Version: 06/24/2020) 

This report created by the Neighborhood Planner and included with staff reports to City Boards and/or Commissions. 

Logistics Stakeholders 

Project Name/Address: 1011 Bingham Street (Signage) Groups Represented (e.g., specific organizations, 
residents, employees, etc. where this is evident): 
 

SSCC (South Side Community Council) 
Local Review Committee (LRC) 
Area residents 
 
Applicant teams for the evening’s DAM presentations 
DCP staff 
 

Parcel Number(s): 3-G-190 

ZDR Application Number: DCP-ZDR-2022-12136 

Meeting Location:  Zoom 

Date:  November 17, 2022 

Meeting Start Time: 6pm 

Applicant: UPMC; Advance Sign Company Approx. Number of Attendees: 36 

Boards and/or Commissions Request(s): HRC for signage in the East Carson Historic District 

How did the meeting inform the community about the development project? 

Ex: Community engagement to-date, location and history of the site, demolition needs, building footprint and overall 

square footage, uses and activities (particularly on the ground floor), transportation needs and parking proposed, 

building materials, design, and other aesthetic elements of the project, community uses, amenities and programs. 

The applicant plans to install signage on the building of the UPMC Western Behavioral Health center at 1011 Bingham 

Street. Applicant initially submitted an application without realizing they were in the East Carson Historic District. Prior 

to the DAM, they met with the Local Review Committee from the community and based on the group’s feedback, 

adjusted their signage plans to accommodate the Historic Review Commission guidelines and signage guidelines for the 

district. The DAM presentation incorporates this more recently updated plan set.  

 

Applicant showed aerial map identifying where signs are proposed (sign #014 and sign #023 on Bingham Street, sign 

#002 at corner of Bingham St and S 10th St, sign #009 and sign #010 on or just off S 10th St, and sign #042 on Muriel St.).   

 

#042: High wall sign on Muriel St facing 10th Street bridge 

#010: Projecting sign over an entrance along S 10th Street 

#009: Directional sign on façade of building facing south towards the corner of Bingham and S 10th St 

#002: Free-standing monument sign on corner of S 10th St and Bingham St 

#014: small wall directional sign along Bingham Street near CADD Entrance 

#023: small wall directional sign along Bingham Street near Vocational Training Center entrance 

 

Acknowledged that the two small wall signs along Bingham Street may not be approved by HRC but they feel are 

necessary and are seeking to include if possible, with back-up plan if HRC does not approve.  

 

Showed front elevation and side elevation of the free-standing monument/pylon sign that would go in front of building 

(sign #002). Applicant believes fits with HRC requirements in terms of square footage and having external illumination. 
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There is a hedge row that surrounds the sign, and they elevated the base of sign to get it visible above hedges. Showed 

a rendering of sign from view on S 10th St.  

 

Stated that they previously had wall sign on façade near main entrance facing west, with a menu of options offered, 

but removed it from sign package.  

 

Applicant emphasized that their building is a medical facility with multiple entrances, and each entrance serves 

different patient groups, so they have different needs related to providing wayfinding to their patients and visitors 

than a standard business in the area.  

 

Showed front and side elevations of sign #009 along façade facing corner of S 10th St and Bingham Street by driveway 

pull-in at main corner entrance. Described as pedestrian directional sign. Showed rendering of sign on wall façade. It 

has wayfinding information directing users to the “10th St Entrance.” It is a wayfinding sign as opposed to business 

identification sign.  

 

Showed rendering and elevations of side A and side B of the Pedestrian Directional Projecting Side at Entrance #1 along 

S 10th Street (sign #010). It is below top of windows, is under 9 square feet, and doesn’t project more than 3 feet off 

building. It identifies the building entrance.  

 

There are services organized by code blocks, with a directory of this in lobby or maybe in window, to help patients 

navigate building, and code block numbers are listed on some signs.  

 

Showed elevation for Pedestrian Directional Projecting Sign at Entrance #3, which would be along Bingham Street (sign 

#014). Serves as both entrance identification and wayfinding to direct people to other entrances. Showed rendering of 

its placement along building wall.   

 

Showed elevation for Pedestrian Directional Projecting Sign at Entrance #4, which would be along Bingham Street (sign 

#023). Showed rendering and dimensions. This identifies an entrance and also serves as wayfinding for how to get to 

other entrances.  

 

Acknowledged that criteria calls for 1 sign on the Bingham Street façade, but UPMC leadership are asking if possible to 

have two signs on the façade to aid patients given the function of the signs. LRC said if put signs on interior of glass that 

they would be fine, but UPMC leadership asked that from functional standpoint, that would put it far away from 

entrance and if on doors not visible until at entrance itself given alcove setback.  

 

Showed elevation of the high wall sign on Muriel Street. It would be the max of 18 inches tall letters. Showed rendering 

with view from bridge and from 10th and Muriel Intersection. Understood from LRC that cannot be higher than base of 

2nd floor windows and letters not over 18”. Non-illuminated fabricated letters. Did not cover ghost signs. Is primarily 

useful for people who are stopped at a red light at the intersection, so unsure if will ultimately implement it, from a 

value-based perspective.  Sign would be centered vertically between bottom of windows and top of window arch. 

Would align left side of sign with right side of windows. 

Input and Responses 
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Questions and Comments from Attendees Responses from Applicants 

[LRC member 1]: When we met, we helped applicant tailor back 

how many signs they had, which we appreciate. We understand 

it’s a complex building with multiple entrances, and complexities 

of medical facilities, but also not unlike some projects at South 

Side Works that are block-long buildings with multiple entrances 

and buildings that include entrances for lobbies where one 

accesses upper stories.  

 

No issue with Muriel wall sign. Position of them is good and letter 

height complies. One member of HRC loves ghost signs, though 

it’s not in guidelines, and so that’s why we gave applicant advice 

about that. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[LRC member 1]: On the monument corner sign on the ground, 

it’s height and size and all fall within the guidelines. No issues. 

The sign now just has the business name and address rather than 

additional prior wayfinding info that had been on it.  

 

We appreciate that – that brings it into compliance.  

 

When you go to HRC you might want to add a rendering of the 

view from other direction to see how much the tree impacts sign 

visibility. But that’s not related to guidelines, you just might want 

to be sure you’re happy with its location.   

We also acknowledge that our original plan had 

internal illumination and we have since changed 

that to external illumination.  

 

[LRC member 1]:  
The other signs are a bit smaller and not clear if to be treated as 
“business signage” that guidelines apply to.  
 
On smaller wall signs near entrances and maybe your projecting 

sign, why not put UPMC there or identify the facility? Do people 

already know what that entrance is for? You might have room to 

identify different parts of your facility by name if they have 

different names.  

Within lobby or behind windows, there will be a 
menu of services. As patient you’ll know it’s UPMC, 
you’ll have seen sign and identification on door. 
Under our wayfinding, you’re already in UPMC so 
just need to know program and entrance. For 
example, you’d see a given program listed as 
accessible from 10th Street entrance. Since this 
particular sign would be for pedestrians we want to 
keep sign small and we’re not serving vehicles, and 
no need to overwhelm signs with UPMC label. We 
want to stay in spirit of signs having a function to 
direct patients to proper entrance, not to advertise 
UPMC.  

[LRC member 1]:  
The guidelines don’t state what is to go on the sign. However, the 
underlying zoning district signage may say that only business 
name is allowed on sign, not information about the stuff 
happening inside. Not sure if HRC keys into that.  
 
Applicant could have more signage based on the frontage of this 
building, in size, and HRC might take position that each façade or 
each entrance could have its own identifying sign over the 
doorway or next to it.  

By City code with historic review, you’re only 
allowed one encroaching projecting sign for a 
façade and we could not come up with one that 
would function for both entrances on Bingham 
Street.  
There is also a structural issue is that there are 6 
inches of foam over the brick on this building to 
install the exterior insulation finish system 
(synthetic stucco with insulation behind it). Became 
a problem to structurally mount a sign with some 
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Questions and Comments from Attendees Responses from Applicants 

 
With the wall sign facing the corner of S 10th St / Bingham, I’m 
curious how HRC will apply it.  

shear load. Therefore we went with small wall 
signs. We could put on inside of glass to avoid 
historic review issues but we didn’t think that 
provided best function for patients, so UPMC 
leadership asked we keep in the package the 
proposal to have it on the wall. Simply small 
functional signs, not festooned with UPMC logos 
and colors. If HRC would never approve it, we’ll 
discuss with UPMC leadership.  

[LRC member 1]:  
You’re right on the projecting sign. Another approach is you put a 
flat wall sign (non-projecting) that simply says UPMC and the 
Bingham Entrance and the color code number and locate that 
above the entrance along Bingham, similar to a business name 
sign, and then you could have wayfinding elements behind the 
glass adjacent to it. HRC might be more open to that, but I can’t 
speak for them. Here we consider issues related to precedent. In 
South Side Works, someone wanted a sign for a business on a 
corner when they were down the block, and we pushed back 
since we were worried many businesses would try to put their 
signage on other intersections and it could get out of control. I 
can think of other businesses wanting their name plus what 
they’re doing inside, and so we worry about that if sets 
precedent.  
 
We are just thinking about if UPMC is allowed to take a given 
approach, how would that set a precedent that others in 
neighborhood would follow.  

On this sign we’re not even listing services provided 
inside (you can get that info at the main entrance), 
and so it’s really for wayfinding directions. I’ll take 
your guidance and go back to leadership and see 
about putting a wall sign above the entrance on 
Bingham Street and applying the wayfinding info 
inside the glass. If structural conditions allow, 
another idea is putting in some architecturally 
pleasing filler bar between the two columns and 
placing sign on that so within visibility for 
pedestrian. We could do the same at the other 
entrance along Bingham Street too.  
 

[LRC member 1]:  
Monument sign and UPMC letters are no problem. These smaller 
signs with wayfinding, I’m curious how HRC will approach. I just 
suggest what comes closer to what you’d see in the district.  
 
Yes I agree. With that one it’s just different the info that’s on sign, 
but you’re within guidelines.  

Much appreciated. And when we met earlier, we 
determined the projecting sign for 10th St entrance 
is compliant as well (sign #010).  
 
We could make the case to apply a UPMC logo strip 
to top or bottom but I’ll defer to leadership on that. 
We’d keep within 9 square feet. It’s aesthetically 
pleasing. Sometimes for vehicular users you can 
have too much info on a sign, whereas a pedestrian 
can stop and read a sign. We want the sign to work 
functionally for audience in mind.  
 
It also can be ruled as convenient information signs 
if not containing advertising matter, if under the 
six-eight distance from wall, don’t exceed 18 feet in 
face area etc. I could maybe even talk to DOMI 
about getting this identified as a public information 
sign.  
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Questions and Comments from Attendees Responses from Applicants 

[LRC member 1]:  
Yeah, it’s not like you’re selling chicken and chips and beer, that’s 
what we’re pushing back against.  

 

[LRC Member 2:] I agree, I think this submission as stands is in 
compliance, and the wayfinding signs to your points are a 
question mark. I’d side with UPMC that these are wayfinding and 
have a different function and are not necessarily advertising. You 
have so many facades, with such a large building facing so many 
streets, and you can have a decent amount of signage on each 
façade. However, you might run into issues on Bingham Street 
with two wall signs since you’re only allowed one per façade.  
The wayfinding signs might be fine adjacent to doors saying 
they’re not advertising. However, if you did do a transom bar sign 
above the doors with UPMC on them, they might say you’re only 
allowed one.  

 

[LRC Member 1:] 
The other thing is placement. Where Bingham Street sign is 
placed on reveal, it feels misplaced aesthetically, but that’s just a 
design matter, not about guidelines.   

Yeah, it’s a strange building with windows and has 
reveals everywhere. Feels crowded in one 
alternative spot, and then is too far away if put in 
another.   
If cannot have two entrance identification signs 
that say top info like Bingham Entrance 1 and 
Bingham Entrance 2, then I’d be more apt to 
recommend to leadership that we incorporate all 
the info on glass.  
However, one issue with that is for one of the 
Bingham Entrances if we put it on the glass window 
near the door it’s still kind of far from the entrance, 
and if we put it directly on the glass of the door 
itself then people may not see it since the door is 
located about 3 feet inset due to the alcove. So we 
would be worried about reduced functionality in 
that case. I’ll discuss with our leadership. It’s 
possible our leadership may advise we wait for HRC 
to tell us no before we fall back.  

[LRC Member 2:] 
If there is push-back on the wayfinding signs and they call them 
signs regardless, there is an opportunity to do wall sign at one 
entrance on Bingham and a projecting sign at other entrance on 
Bingham, and that would be allowable since you’re allowed one 
of each per façade.  

Ok, we just have structural issue with putting up 
projecting sign.  

Primarily you’ve been talking about historic review. In terms of 
zoning, does the sign package require any variances? I’m not sure 
the answer. What rules are under historic district vs. general 
zoning code.   

It’s in historical district, and they have 40 square 
feet of wall signage technically. Code 919.03.N – 
identification signs – says that sign shall not exceed 
5 square feet in area and that use limited to one 
sign per each principal entrance. Shall not be 
illuminated. There are rules too about where can 
be placed on wall.  
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Questions and Comments from Attendees Responses from Applicants 

If you get through historic review, will you have to go before ZBA 
to get variances before you get occupancy for your signs? 
Typically you get to DAM and we review it all. If you know you 
need a variance we’d like to know what it is.  

We may have to do more digging, but we 
understand that in terms of complying with City 
sign ordinance (square footage, # of signs, etc.), we 
are in compliance. The free standing monument 
sign is allowable, the high wall sign is allowable. 
From our internal discussions on zoning and with 
sign vendor, the only sign that requires anything 
out of ordinary is for encroachment of the 
projecting sign along S 10th Street that projects 
from the brick. Process is what is needed for any 
encroaching sign. Submit application, council 
reviews, and they say yes or no, and typically do 
not [block it] as long as it complies with everything 
else. Extra layer of approval but does not have to 
go before ZBA for this sign.  

So when you submit this sign package to zoning it will go over 
counter and be approved and occupancy permit?  

Excerpt for this 10th St entrance sign. This sign 
won’t be variance situation, just an extra layer of 
approval. If council said no, maybe in that case it 
would trigger a variance action, but our 
understanding talking to code enforcement is this 
sign is not out of ordinary for an application of sign 
of this type for any commercial district.  
 
Yeah same code all around.  

When going to HRC?  In February after recess 

[Info provided about how to provide further public 
comment/testimony with HRC] 
 
Thank you applicant team for your time.  

Thank you all for your time. We appreciate it, and 
very thankful too for LRC’s guidance.  

Other Notes 

The applicant is considering potential changes to their planned signs along Bingham Street based on feedback from the 
South Side community’s Local Review Committee during the DAM, while also taking into account structural and 
functional factors.   

Planner completing report: Thomas Scharff 

 


